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COMETT  I,  the Community  Action  Programme for  Education and Training for  Technology,  wa~ 
adopted by the Council Deci~ion Hh/365/EEC of 24  july li:IHo.  Following a preparatory year in  lYHh, 
tlw operational ph.1se of tlw COM ETI I programm!' was for  thrt'l' ymrs (14H7-14HY). 
The  ~econJ :,t<~ge llf tlw programme- COMFIT II- for tlw  pl'rioJ  l440-llJ44,  w.~:, .tdtJptvd  hv  tlw 
Council  in  December  14HH  (Decision  H4/27 /EEC)  and  came  into  operation  un  1  january  1440. 
COMETT  II  aims  at  reinforcing  training  in  technology  (particularly  advanced  technology),  the 
development  of  highly  skilled  human  resource~ and  the  compctitiwm•ss  of  Europt•an  industry. 
COMETI II  is not simply an extension of COMETT I but a development, a deepening and broadening 
of the scheme. The Decision re-emphasises COMETI's role as a Community Programme for advanced 
training for technology and its applications but places increased stress on changing skill requirement:; 
and regional needs. 
With the beginning of this second phase and in ilccordance with the Council Decision of 22 May 14HY, 
universities and t•ntl'rprises of the ML•mber States of EFT A (European Free TradL• Associiltion) can t.lkl' 
p<~rt in the C:OMETI Progr<~mme. · 
The estimatl-d budget for C:OMETI II  for.tht• pl'riod 1YI:I0-1Y44  is 200 million t•cus; (tlw L·ontrihutum 
of tlw EFTA nnmtrit•s l'tlllllting for lll million t'l"\1:'-.). 
1442  marked thl'  h<~lf-way stagl' of the COMETr II  l'rogr:~mmt•. In  this vear thl' Ltll fur  Appht".lliPn~ 
wa:, open for all tlw ;:;!rands (t•xct•pt Strand Bh).  TI1is  w.1s  the st•etmd and last yl'ar fur  ;1  full  C.tll  tor 
A pplic.ttions. 
(.)f the projects ~ubmitted, 555 were accepted (that i~. two out of every thrt•t•  propo~.1b n·ceivl'dJ. hom 
these new university enterprise training partnerships (UETPs) were creilted. bringing the total up tu 
125 regional UETPs (confined to a  particular geographical region) and HO  sectoral UETPs (concemed 
with a spt.'Cific technological or industrial sector). By  1942 theCOMETT university-enterprisl' nelwllrk 
consisted of 205 structures. The 172 accepted projects for student exchanges financed more than 6,Yllll 
student  placements;  124  transnational  secondments  of  university  and  industry  personnel  were 
organised in this year.  As  far as training courses are concerned, 154  intense training projects were 
ilccepted which mounted 1300 training sessions. Some 113 joint training projects were finally accepted 
for support.  In  the year under report, more than  1,0011  courses were supported by COM ETI, with 
mort•  than  20,000  persons  receiving  training  in  <ldvanct•d  tt•chnology.  Mort•  than  2,000  training 
materials were heing dt•velopcd in 1  Y42. 
The  projects  accepted  in  1442  involve more  than  5,000  European enterprises,  some  1,700  higher 
Pducation establishments and about 2,(}(K) other organisiltions. HO'Z· of 1  Y42 projects involve at I  Past mw 
SMF. EFTA  p.uticipation mort• than doubil·d ( lH%  of .111  projt·cts in IYY2,  as oppo~l'd to 7'7,.  in lYYO). 
-.;inn•  in  1442  COMETT  II  was  half-way  through  its  Pmgrammt•,  the  Omthli~~ion carrit•d  tlllt  .m 
llllt·rn.t I l'Valu.ttion covPring the JX'riod 1440-1942. Tlw lntt•rim E  valu.thon l{ppnrt. t•ntitiL·d  Tn111~rril/lt  •rra/ 
ltWIIIIIX for lt•dmo/ogy in Europe: lht• COMFIT 1'.\JII'rlt'llt't', records t•ncour.lging  n·~tllts, both in h'rms PI 
tlw .mnual C.lll  l11r  Applications .mJ in  tem1~ ot  tlw nt•w  projects  ~l'ieclt•d for 'upptJrt. Tlw  lntl'run 
IO:ep1 •rt  l'~tim,ltt·~ th.1 t for  the entire duration of the Programme, COMETI will  ht!  funding d1 ~~··  t11 
·
1·ll.O(IO  studt•nt t'xchanges togl•ther with approximatt•ly  7,1100  course sessions.  By  1444  clost•  to  J,llll(l 
training materials will  h.we been supported by the Programme. This means that by the end 11f  the 
second phase of C:OMETI II  no less than half a million people throughout Europe will have directly 
benl'iitted from the Programml'. 
In  tlw year under rt•view, COMETI participated for  the first  time in the Hann•1ver Fair which t11ok 
place between April  I  - H,  1YY2.  Eight COMETT projects  in  the energy and environment Sl'Ctors - 2 -
exhibited  their  outputs  at  the  COMETT  stand.  With  participants  coming  from  eight  European 
countries, the exhibition reflected  the transeuropean character of the COMETT Programme. 
Of the several COMETT events which took place during 1992,  the conference held in Glasgow,, 26-
27 November 1992 for COMETT's 28  pilot projects needs to be mentioned. The conference focused on 
issues  crucial  to  the  development of  these  large-~cale transeuropean COMfTT projects.  Glasgow 
confinned COMETT's increasingly important role in establishing a wide range of university-enterprise 
dialogue and cooperation throughout the Community.  · 
The third external evaluation of the COMETT Programme was launched by the Commission in  May 
1  Yl)2.  Following  the  Tender,  an  independent  consultancy  firm  was  appointed  to  carry  out  the 
evaluation between October 1  Yl)2 and April  1993.  This evaluation is only the first  step of a  "three-
pronged" approach of evaluating the COMETT programme. Indeed, evaluations have been launched 
by all countries participating in COMETT. Furthermore, the conclusions of the external evaluation will 
be reviewed by a panel of independent experts appointed by the Commis.sion. _This review panel will 
participate in the evaluation exercise in order to develop, in the form of "scenarios", recommendations 
regarding future Community actions in  the areas currently covered by COMETI. 
External  eyaluations of  the  programme confinn the .contribution (::OMETT  i.s  now  making to  the 
transfer of new  technological  knowledge from  universities  to  in~ustry. through a  well  developed 
network of training consortia. As such it provides a basic support to many Community objectives such 
i\S industrial adaptation, regional development and innovation among SMEs.  · 
*  * 
* 
,',• - 3 -
INTRODUCTION 
1.1  What is COMETT ? 
COMETT is a Community programme of university-industry cooperation. It is by no  means the only 
existing scheme, but it  is  perhaps the only one that deals with ·this issue on a  trans11ati01111l  basis.  In 
order to  strengthen the relations between higher education and economic life, COMETT supports a 
wide range of university-industry dialogue and co-operation, all of which is  related to  technological 
change. These different activities of cooperation are ·deeply complementary constituting a common 
pattern of institutional cooperation for technological development. One of COMETI's main objectives 
is  to  provide opportunities for  faster and more effective transfer of technology. 
'COM~TT' is the acronym for COMmunity programme for  Education and Training in  Technology. 
The transnational COMETT projects fulfil the following criteria: they are all concerned with technology 
(in particular, advanced technology), and they involve at least one university and one enterprise from 
two different Member States or EIT  A countries. 
The first phase of the Programme was established by the Council Decision  ~61365/EEC of 24 July 
14~6.  Following a preparatory year, COMETT I ran for three operational years, from  1487-89.  The 
:::econd  stage of COMETT,  for  the period 1490-94,  was adopted by the Council  in  December  1Y88 
(Decision 89/27/EEO.  COMETI [J  came into operation on 1 January 1YYO. 
With the beginning of this second phase and in accordance with the Council Decision of 22 May 19SY, 
universities  and enterprises of the  Member States  of EFT A  (European  Free  Trade  Association  of 
Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Liechtenstein) were entitled to  take part 
in  the Programme. 
In 1992 COMETI []was half way through its second phase and most projects had now reached a stage 
where they registered good results  . 
. COMEIT and Subsidiarity· 
.  . .  '  . 
Discussions on the MaastrlchtTreaty on the European Union have drawn our attention.to 
three linked issues of greater democratic control: the principle of subsidiarity, and the respect 
for greater transparency and.openness in Community legislation. Recognising the importance of 
these interrelated issues, COMETI has made them-from the beginning part of its strategy. This 
is first of all apparentin the European network  of COMETT:UETPs which through regional and 
sectoral  activities  promotes  .cooperation  on  transeuropean level.  The  university-enterprise 
partnerships are through their decentralised and Iocafservice. fn 19 countries of the Community,. 
in  a  particularly good  position to  fulfil  the principles of subsidiarity  and  transparency.  In 
addition, there is  the 'pool' system which .provide a decentralised and local  service  for  the 
implementation of COMETT exchanges and training activities. 
1.2  The Objectives of COMETT 
COMETT  aims  at  reinforcing  training  in  technology  (particularly  advanced  technology),  the 
development of highly skilled human resources and the competitiveness of European industry.  As 
such, COMETI represents an important part of the Commission's overall programme in the education 
:lnd training field.  By supporting the development of university-enterprise links on a transnational 
basis, COMETT assists in  the development of systems and mechanisms for identifying and providing 
:;olutions for  the high skill needs of industry in the field  of technology.  In  doing so, COMETT also - 4 -
contributes to the development of social and ~conomic cohesion across the Community,  This aim, the 
overall balanced development of the Com;,unity, is reinforced by COMETI's assistance in the transfer 
of technology to  the less advanced regions. 
COMETT in 1992· 
:; 
•  In  this. year 555 projects were accepted for  COMETI funding;  From these were 23  new 
regional UETPs (that is,  partnerships confined to  a  particular geographical area) and 19 
sectoral UETPs  (that is,  partnerships concerned with a specific technological or industrial 
sector) created, bringing the total up to 205 COMETT  UETPs~ · 
•  The projects accepted in 1992  involve more than 5,000 European enterprises, some 1,700 
higher education establishments and about 2,000 other organisations" 80%  of the projects 
accepted in 1992 involve at least one SME"'. 
•  fn  1992 more than 6,900 student placements were funded by  COMETf~(\38% more than in 
1991 ).  In  this  year COMETT  accepted  67  Be  projects  which  orgarli~~d  124  personnel 
exchanges. The 154 intense training projects mounted 1300 training Sessions. 
•  In  the year under report, EFf  A participation more than doubled (18% of all projects in 1992 
compared to 7%  in 1990).  · 
* !n this document ·an SME  is defined as an enterprise with less than 300 employees. 
~  '  I  , 
The specific objectives of COMETT [J  laid down by Article.3 of the Council Decision of 16 December 
1  YHH  are : 
The contribution of technology training to  economic and social development  , 
'to improve the contribution of,  in particular, advanced technology training at the various levels concerned 
a11d  thus  the  ~ontribution of training to  the economic and  social  droelopment ofthe Community'; 
Joint university-industry efforts 
·to  foster  the  joint  develapment  of training  programmes  and  the  exchange  of experience,  and  also  the 
optimum  use  of training  resources  at  Community  le'Vel,. notably  through  th?  creation  of transnational 
sectoral and  regional  networks  qf,  irz  particular,  advanc~d techrwlogy training projects'; 
.  - ' 
Training needs of small and medium-sized firms  ,  , 
'to respon_d  to the specific skill requirements of small and medium sized businesses having regard to specific 
priority mea.sures';  · 
Equal training opportunities for men and women 
'to promote equal  opportunities for  men  and  li.'Oirlcn  in  i11itial  and  continuing train in~ in,  ill  particular, 
udvanccd  technology';  ·  ·  .  . 
Promoting the European dimension 
'to give a Eurapean dimension  to  cooperation' bctweL'l;  universities.and indus,try in initial mzd  cantinui11g 
training  re/atin~ to  technolo:;;ies  and  their applications atzd  transfer'. - 5 -
II.  THE COMETI PROGRAMME-
CHARACTERISTICS, DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS IN 1992 
(  ' 
2.1  The Operational Components 
In  order to meet its' general objectives, COME IT focuses on four main areas of activity, each of 
which constitutes a Strand within the Programme as a whole.  What these actions have in common 
is  that they set out to promote, on a transeuropean basis, training for technology at an advanced 
level.  The other unifying feature is that they will always involve at least Olze university and om 
enterprise  .. 
The COMETT Programme centres on the following areas of activity: 
•  European network of university-enterprise training partnerships (Strand A) 
•  Transnationql student placements· (Strand Ba)  . 
•  Transnational advanced student placements (Strand Bb) 
•  Transnational personnel exchanges (Strand Be) 
•  Short trainin~· courses (Strand Ca )· 
•  joint training '.projects (Strand Cb) 
•  Pilot projects (Cc) 
2.2  European network of University-Enterprise Training Partnerships (Strand AJ 
The  backbone  of  the  COMETT  Programme  is  the  development  and  reinforcement  of 
university-enterprise training partnerships (UETPs) operating both on a regional and/or on 
a sectoral basis, to further transnational cooperation. The UETPs provide the infrastructure for 
the implementation of the COMEIT Programme. At the beginning of COMETT H there were 
158  UETPs in  existence of which 99  were regional  in that they were confined to a particular 
geographical area, 49  were sectoral  in  that they were concerned with a specific technological. 
or industrial sector, and 10  were mixed (regional I sectoral) partnerships.  · 
Oroelapment and  Results  1992 
2.2.1  ln 1992 the Call for Applications was open for all  the Strands (except for Strand Bb). 
This was the second and last year for a full  Call for Applications. 
1992 saw the development and implementation of some new measures which further. 
strengthened  the  existing  network  of  the  university-enterprise  partnerships.  At 
regional  level.  priority  was  given  to  the  new  German  Lander,  Switzerland  and 
Norway (where there were no regional  UETPs),  also  Southern  Italy and Southern 
Spain as well as to certain other regions where coverage is still weak. At sectorall~vel, 
priority was given to software technology, chemical processing; telecommunications, 
applied electronics and electrical power technology. 
2.2.2  In  total, 114  proposals for  new UETPs were submitted in this year, dividing into 40 
regional and 74  sectoral.UETPs. Significant is .that a large number of UETP proposals 
came from Spain (8),  Italy (16), Switzerland (13) and Norway (6)- this was no doubt 
due to the Positive ActiorLS carried out in these countries.  Also noteworthy is  that 151 
of the 863  applications came from  EFTA  countries (see § 4.3).  Compared  to  1990, 
EIT  A participotion has more than doubled with 18% of all projects in 1992 being from 
EFTA  as compared to  7%  in  1YYO. 
Of the projects  submitted, 555  were  accepted  (that is,  almost  two  nut of everv  three 
proposals received). From these new UETPs  were created, bringing the  total up to  125 - 6 -
regional  UETPs  and  80  sectoral  UETPs,  that  is,  by  the  end  of  1992  the  COMETT 
university~enterprise network consisted of 205  structures. 
The  19Y2  selection further increased the European dimension of the COMETT network: 
on average, each Strand A and Cb application involved 18 organisations from 5 different 
C(lU ntries. 
COMETT  II  University-Enterprise partnerships 
·  COMETT  Information centres 
Las  Palmas 
8 a., 
Figure  1· Tile geograpl1ical  coverage of COMETT UETPs  in  19?2  · 
2.3  Transnational exchanges  (Strand B) 
0  -J~~  ., 
"'Zt9'"0 
·, 
2.3.1  The grants for transnational ex.changes fall  into the following categories: 
..  Student placements: Grants for students ·undergoing periods of training. (3-12' months) 
in industry in another Member State or EFTA  country as ·an  integrated part'of their 
training at university. (Strand Ba) 
• ·  Exchange of personnel: These grants provide fellowships (2-12 months) for  personnel 
seconded from universities to industry <)r vice versa·in another Member State to bring 
their  ~kills to  the host organisation. (Strand  Be) 
Transnational exchanges of students and personnel are a major ca.mmitment for  the UETPs. The 
placements of students and personnel have proven to be an-efficient way of improving technology 
transfer and strengthening the university-enterprise network. Comparisons are always illuminating 
.md  it  i:;  therefore interesting to  note  that COMETT  I supported approximately 4,115  student 
placements ilnd  ~orne 200  transnational secondments of university and industry per·sonnel. Since 
COMETT 1 the :;cale of this activity has increased considerably, with the two first years COMETT 
II  exactly doubling the level  of activity of the whole of COMETT !. - 7-
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2.3.2  Under Strand Ba,  Student Placements, the Call  was  limited  to  UETPs;  70%  of which 
submitted projects in this Strand, representing some 26,000 student placements in total. 
In  the year under review, COMEIT financed  172  student placements  schemes which 
provided grants for 6,900 transnational student exchanges- this represents an increase of 
38% as compared to 1991. 
2.3.3  As  far  as Advanced Training Placements are concerned  (Strand Bb),  due to  the low 
success rate in the previous year (in 1990 13 projects were accepted out of 99 applications) 
there was no Call for Applications in this Strand in 1992.  In the year under report, the 
concentration was on the two other Strands, that is, Strand Ba and Be. 
2.3.4  Strand Be,  Exchange of University and Enterprise Personnel: In  this Strand COMEIT 
accepted 67 projects with which 124 Personnel Exchanges were organised. 
2.3.5  1989 witnessed the beginning of the very successful  Pool Schemes with the COMETI 
consortia.  Under this scheme, the COMETI university-enterprise training partnerships 
receive from the Commission a 'pool' of student placement grants which can be allocated 
flexibly over the ensuing academic year to students undertaking a placement in industry 
in another Member State.  Initially designed for student exchanges only, the Pool Scheme 
was extended in 1991  to include the organisation of courses. 
Through  the  pool  procedure,  the  UETP  can  and must demonstrate  its  potential  for 
identifying qualification gaps or industrial training needs; for supporting and advising its 
partners and for transfer of knowledge and know-how as well as of people. 
The  great success  of  the  'Pool  Schemes'  is  reflected  in  the  fact  that  the  majority  of 
COMETI UETPs are participating actively in this scheme. The interest in these schemes 
is steadily increasing and in 1992 6,900 student placements and 1~00  course sessions were 
arranged by the Pool Scheme. - 8 -
2.4  Joint projects for continuing training in technology and for multimedia and/or.distance training· 
(Strand C). 
2.4.1  The 1992 Call for  Applications concentrated on the following actions: 
..  Crash training courses with a European dimension in technology (partiGularly advanced 
technology)desigm'd for  the rapid dissemination- by and in universities and by and in 
indu;:;try- of research and development results in the field of new technologies and their 
applications,  as  well  as  for  the  promotion, ·particularly  for.  small  and  medium-sized 
enterprises, of  the  transfer of  technological  innovation  to· sectors  in  which  it  was  riot 
previously applied. (Strand Ca) 
..  Devising; de'.{eloping, and .testing at European level joint  tr~ining projects in  technology 
(particularly adv!J.nced  technology), initiated jointly by different industries in.association 
with the universities concerned in  at least .two different Member States in  fields relating 
to the new technologies and their applications.  Many of these projects are involved in the 
development of training materials using new technology such as computer based training, 
simulators, CD~ROM, interactive videos, etc. (Strand Cb)  . 
Developments and  Results  hi  1992 
2.4.2  The  COMETT  Crash ·Training Courses  are  designed  for  the  rapid  dissemination  of 
research and deveh1pinent in  the  field  of new technologies. They particularly focus  on 
technology  transfer  involving SMEs.  In  the  1992  Call  for  Application·65'7r  (lf  UETPs 
submitted Strand  c~ applications. The  154 projects accepted  undl~r this  Strand l'!1ilbled 
UETPs to muunt almost 1,300 training sessions. 
2.4.3  In  the· end some 113 new Joint Training Courses were accepted. 
2.4.4  At the beginning of COMETT ll,  28  Pilot Projects had been selected for  their exemplary · 
nature and potential impact on technology training in Europe. These large-scale projects 
. show  one  .or. more  of  the  following  four  :characteristics:  they  address  -;kills  and 
quali.fications  needs  in  specific  technology  ?eCtQrs  at . European level;  ·they.  aim  at 
developing close and lasting cooperation between industry and university; they focus on 
appropriate industrial  training programmes for  SMEs;  finally,  they  are truly  'transfer 
projects'; in that they focus on the transfer o.f qualifications, skills, and methodologies. The 
Pilot Projects are osupported by the. Community for a four-year period with the amount  · 
of 500,000 ECU each (at least the same amount will be.contributed by partners). A list of 
the Pilot, Projects is  given in Ari.nex  2. 
A  special  conference  for  COMETT's  28  Pilot  Projects  was  held  m  Glasgow,  26-27 
November, 19<)2  (for more details see§ 4.4, below). 
It  is  also  worth  noting  here  that  the  Cb  and  Cc  projects  accepted  in  lYYO  ( 1.'12  and  30, 
respectively),  were  now  in  their  third  operational  year  and  actively  develormg  training 
materials and courses. Whde the precise figures will only be available when the final  reports 
will. have been written at the completiory of these projects, it  may be  e~timateq that in  1YY2 
more than 1,000 c_ourses  we~e supported, with more than 20:000 persons receiving training in . 
advanced technology. More than 2,000 training materials were being developed in  1YY2. - 9 -
2.5  Added value .of COMETT 
The COMETT Programme has developed a balanced network of, cooperation between universities 
and industry, providing vital  links  throughout Europe  ..  Many new cooperation  axes are mlw 
actively  contributing  to  the  economic  and  social  well-being  of  the  Communitv.  Numerous 
excha~gcs  of students and personnel have been organised between countries that bef<)re had never 
exchanged either students Pr staff. With(mt the COMETT support and the crea.tion of the COMETT 
UETP  network  these  exchanges  would  never  have  taken  place.  Working  towards  a  better 
understanding ofnational concerns in student placements and continuing education. COM En- has 
. contributed towards a deeper integration of the European Community: 
[n certain countries and/or regions COMETT has been catalytic in creating a continuing training 
market,  while  in  others  COMETT  has  contributed  to  its  enrichment,  transparency  and 
improvement of the quality, in particular, of advanced techr10logy courses. Without the COMETT 
support, many universities would not have been able to invest in Continuing Education Training 
(CET) programmes. 
COMETT projects provide feedback to the initial, local education systems thereby improving the 
existing curricula. For many universities CdMETT has been the first experience with a European 
programme, In addition, COMETT has contributed to reflections and insights on structural and 
management issues in these institutions.  · 
COMETT has given special attention to regional development through the creation of a very active 
university-enterprise training partnership network within the Community, and more recently the 
EFTA countries. The COMETT programme incorporates an important number'  of 'transfer' pmjects 
which  have been  specifically  designed  to  transfer  knowledge and  skills  from  more  to  lesser 
advanced regions. While such projects occur in all 'Strands' of activities and in many sectors, they 
are of particular significance in the technology and industrial areas of the less developed regions. 
2.6  Budget 
The overall  estimated  budget for  COMETT  [!  (1 Y90~  19Y4)  is  200  million  ecus,  excluding  the 
contribution of the EFT A countries (30 million ecus). This sum is intended to cover all the actions 
supported under the four Strands of the Program'me. 
Noteworthy is  that each year, the budget requested by applications is approximately ten times 
higher than the budget available, clear evidence of industry's interest in training activities. 
[n 1  Y92  projects accepted were granted a total budget of 36 million ecus. In addition, 19.1  million 
ecus were allocated to  UETPs,  joint training projects and pilot projects accepted in 1  Y90. 
III. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT 
3.1  Selection 1992 
In  this year clear priorities were given at regional and sectoral levels (see§ 2.1.1,  above).  The 
actual selection process 61rresponded closely to the one adopted in previous years: 
• ·  First came the initial assessment of the applications by the Commission with the support of 
the COMETT Technical  Assistance Office.  All  ineligible applications· were removed at this 
early stage (ineligibility. for example, due to the non-transnational nature of the project or the 
lack of a university-industry partnership), and the ground was prepared for the later stages 
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The criteria  used  for  the  selection  of  projects  were  tl;lose  given  in  the  Vademecum and 
Application  Package.  In  accordance with  the  fundamental  objectives of COMETI, eligible 
projects have to  involve cooperation between universities and  ent.erpris~s relating to  post-
secondary level  training concerned with technology and its application or areas affected by 
technological change.  ' 
The next concern was, that of the internal coherence ,with the. other Community programmes, 
both those relating to  the Framework Programme of Research and Development as well as 
those directed towards specific sectors, such as the strategic programme in  favour of SMEs. 







,  EUROTECNET', LINGUA
5
,  and TEMPUS
6
• 
The projects were then assessed by the COMETI Experts Gro\.1p,  a  group of independent 
experts from universities and industry.  The Experts Group met for this purpose on 5-6 March 
1Y92 and 8-11  April 1992 (in Portt.Jgal on the  occasio~ of the COMED conference). 
The p,roposed draft list of accepted projects was submitted to  the COMETI Committee and 
the CO  MElT EFT A joint Committees on .19  May 1  YY2.  In this process, as  provided for in the 
COMETt Decision, specific arrangements were m<lde to permit discussiqn by the Committee 
of projects for  which a Community contribution of more than 100,000 ECU  was proposed. 
Taking into account  the views expressed by the COMETI Committee and the COMETT EFTA 
Joint  Committees,  the  Commission  decided  upon  a  final  list  of  projects  for  Cummunity 
support. 
3.2  COMETT Committee and EC-EFTA Joint Committees 
3.2.1  The development of the COMETI Programme has been conducted throughout in  close 
collaboration with the COMETT Committee.  The role bf  the Committee is  to assist the 
Commission in the implementation of the COMETT Programme.  The Committee consists 
·of two. representatives from each M~mber  State. on the_basis of nominations made by the 
Member States as  well  as two representatives qf  the social  partners as observers. The 
Commission chairs the Committee and provides its secretariat. 
3.2.2  The  Commission  may  consult  the  Committee  on  any  matter  concerning  the 
implementation  of  the  COMETI  Programme.  The  Committee  delivers  opinions,  in 
particular on  the  general guidelines governing  the COMETI Programme,  the general 
guidelines for the financial assistance to be provided by, t,he Community,Jhe procedure 
DELTA.·  Devel9ping European  Learning through Technological Advance.  Council  Deci~ion 138/417/ EE(. Ul  No. 
L 206, 30.7.1988, p.20  .. 
ERASMUS  - European  Commun1ty  Action  Scheme  t<>r  the  Mobility  of  Univer~ity  Student~.  C.mncil  Deci~iun 
S7/:127 I EEC OJ  No. L  166,  23.6.1'!87,  p.2l)-24. 
FORCE ·  Community ACtion  Programme for  the Develt>pmeni ut Cbnhnuing Vocati~nzJ Traimng .in  the'  European 
Community, Y0/267/ EEC, OJ  No.  L 156/1, 21.6.1LJ4il. ·  '  .  .  . 
EUROTECNET · Community wide network of demon~tration projects in the field of New Information Technologies 
and Vocational Training. COM (85)  167 Final. 
L!NCUA ·Community Action Programme to promote Fl1feign  Language Competence in  the European Community. 
Council  Deci~ion 89/48'!/EEC. 0) No.  L239/24, 28  Juiv  14k4.  ' 
TEMPUS· Transeuropean mobility ~cheme for  univer~iiv 'l'lldies. Council Decision LJ0/2:1:< !EEC U) No.  L I :11/21,7, 
Mav  IY40. - 11  -
for selecting the various types of projects and any measures which require a Community 
contribution of more than H)O,OOO  ECU. 
3.2.3  Since the launch of COMETT n,  the EFf  A countries have participated .in  the COMETI 
Programme, and Joint Committees were established between the European Community 
;md each EFf  A country. 
3.2.4  The COME1TCommittee met formally on four occasions (9 January 1lJY2,  9  April 1lJ92, 
19 May 1992 and 21  October 1992). The EC-EITA Joint Committees met.on 9 January 1992 
and 20 May 1992.  A list of'the members of the COMETI Committee and the EFf  A Joint 
Committees is  given in Annex 3. 
3.3  COMETI Information Centres 
3.3.1  To  facilitate  and  promote the  dissemination of  information about COMETT,  national 
Information  Centres  have been  established  within  each  Member  State and, from  the 
beginning of COMETI ll, also  in the EFf  A countries.  The  precise organisational location 
of each  Information  (:entre  varies  between· the  participating  countries  according  to 
individual needs and circumstances.  The Information Centres' main tasks are to respond 
to information queries concerning the COMETI Programme, especially on projects led by 
organisations  within  their country and  to  produce informational  material  (brochures, 
bulletins,  projects  files  etc).  In  the  year  under review,  the  Information  Centres  put 
'particular  emphasis  on  providing  information  for  enterprises.  They  also  organise 
information days, workshops and press conferences, to assist with the preparation of new 
applications and to  disseminate COMETI project outputs.  Finally, in cooperation with 
the UETPs,  the· Information Centres provide assistance for  COMETI Project promoters 
within their country, including finding new project partners and disseminating relevant 
project outputs from other countries. 
3.3:2  The Commission provides financial support towards the costs of activities undertaken by 
the  Information  Centres.  In  addition,  the  Commission  supplies  various  forms  of 
documentation, services and promotional material for use by  Information Centres.  A list 
of COMETT Information Centres is given in Annex 5. 
3.4  COMETI Experts 
3.4.1  Following the Council Decision, the Commission established the COMETI Experts Group 
as an additio~al source of specialist technical ad  vice and expertise.  Members of the Group 
are appointed by the Commission on the basis of their personal knowledge of a particular 
technical area or sector related to  the work of COMETI.  The breadth of membership is 
such that there is at least one Expert from each participating country, ensuring awareness 
of the level of technology exploitation in all of these countries. The Experts met on 5/6 
March 1992 and on the occasion of the COMETT conference held in Porto (Portugal) from 
K to  11  April  1992.  The main objective of  their  meetings  was  to  examine  the  project 
proposals  received  by  the  Commission  under  the  1992· Call  for  Applications.  Their 
developing role in project monitoring as  well as their technical advice helped to  ensure 
that the Commission was able to  select the most appropriate range of projects to  achieve 
COMETI objectives. 
:u.2  Project Advisers 
Because of the exemplary nature and large scale of the Pilot Projects (which had been 
accepted in 199()) a new approach was adopted whereby a Project Adviser was assigned 
to  work with every Pi.lot Prqject during the project's life time.  A tripartite relationship is - 12 -
developed between the project coordinator, the COMETT project officer and. the project 
adviser.  This process has proved very beneficial in assuring the good development of the 
Pilot Projects. The Project Advisers met on the occasion of the COMETT conference held 
in Glasgow on 2n/27 November 1YY2. 
3.5  Technical Support 
3.5.1  The  Commission  is  assisted  in  the  operational  implementation  of  the  COMETT 
Programme by the COMETT Technical Assistance Office, a non-profit organization with 
which appropriate contractual arrangements. have been made. 
3.6  Collaboration with other Community Programmes 
3.h.1  An important aspect of COMETT is the potential it has for synergy with other Community 
programmes. COMETT complements the strategic Community approach in the R & D and 
innovation fields by contributing towards the development of highly qualified manpower 
nc·cessary  for  the devl'lopment,  transfc•r  and  exploitation of new  technologies.  Close 
consultation has been t•stablished both in the selection of projects and also the on-going 
munitoring and devt•lopment of the COMETT Programme. COMETT Projects have also 
est,lblished  links  hl't\VL·c·n  organisations  active  in  a  number  of  Commission  R  &  D 
Programmes.  There b  in  particular a  close· link between COMETT and DELTA  in view 
of the complementary objectives of the two programmes in the field of technology support 
fur education ;md trctining. 
In  1YY2, at a practical lc·vel,  the links inv11lvl'd  the fllllowing: 
•  Jnint COMETT  /DELTA presentations at key conferences and DELTA launch meetings. 
•  Participation  i11  the  sell~ction process for  the current phase of DELTA  which started 
in  the latter half of llJYl. 
•  CooperatiOJ~ between the two programmes with regard to COMETT Pilot Projects with 
close  links  to  current  DELTA  projects  such  as,  COSTEL  (COMET!;)  and  COSYS 
.(DELTA), DEDICATED (both DELTA and COMETT), MTS (DELTA) with ECOAUDIT 
(COMETT), OSCAR (DELTA) with AERONAUTICS (COMETT) and JANl.JS (DELTA) 
with EMBA  (COMETT). 
3.6.2  In  the education and training field COMETT cnmplemel)ts the activities of the ERASMUS 
Programme  for  the  mobility  of  university  students,  FORCE,  the  programme  for  the 
development of continuing vocational training, and  the EUROTECNET Programme for 
b.bic vocational training for the new information technologies.  Links exist also with the 
LINCUA and the TEMPUS Programmes. 
'..h ..  \  Tlw  Ef~ASMUS f'rugr;mHl1l'  was adopted by tlw Co_uncil  in  }t111l'  1YH7  to  promote intL•r-
university couperation and in particular to  increa~l' substantially the numlx•r of university 
students carrying out a  period of integr;1ted study in  another Member State.  Although 
then· ;trL'  a number of important differt•nces  betwv~·n the specific aims, objectives and 
actions of tlw two Programmes, both COMETT and ERASMUS includL• the commonpolicy 
<lim  of encouraging students tu  spl'nd periods of recugnisl•d  training in other Member 
StatL•s.  Tlw TEMPUS SclwmL', which is  dl·sigm~d specifically tn  promote the development 
of  the  higher  t•ducation  systems  .and  transeuropean  mobility  in  the  countries  of 
C:entral/Eastl'rn Europe, was adopted on 7 May FNO bv tlw Council of MinistL•rs.  Close 
links  have lwen established  to  ensure coordination of tiw  overall  implementation and 
monitoring uf the three Programmes. - 13  -
IV. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
4.1  Internal evaluation 
4.1.1  Internal monitoring and evaluation are important aspects of the implementation of the 
COMETT Programme.  A variety of formal and informal methods are u~ed to collect and 
analyse informatiun at the following levels:  project level, Strand level, sectoral level, and 
programme level. 
4.1.2  At project level, the process begins with an analysis of project applications according to 
specified  criteria  to  ensure selected  projects  are adequately  designed.  For  approved 
projects, the formal process consists of interim and annual progress reports.  In  this way 
every  project  is  continuously  monitored  to  ensure its  progress  is  satisfactory  and  to 
identify specific issues which may have wider implications.  In  addition, more informal 
contact  with  project  promoters occurs  through  their  visits  to  Brussels,  attendance at 
conferences and other similar activities.  At Strand level,  a  number of Strand-specific 
analyses and activities have been undertaken.  The analyses that were launched serve as 
a basis for the development of sectoral networks. 
4. 1.3  At programme level, the development of the Programme has been carefully monitored 
with respect to  both its internal design and implementation and its wider contribution to 
Community  objectives.  The  contributions  of  the  COMETT  Committel',  the  COMETT 
Experts  Group  and  the  COME1T  Information  Centres  are  of  particular  importance, 
especially  in  providing information about  the  development  of  COME1T  within each 
Member State and EFTA  country. 
4. 1.4  Since  1  YY2  marked  the  half-way stage of COMETT  ll,  the  Commission carried out an 
additional  internal  evaluation covering  the  period  1Y90-1Y92.  The  Interim  Evaluation 
Report, entitled Transnational training for technology in Eurape- the COM ETT e:cperience, sees 
the  Programme's  development  as  part  of  the  recent  dynamic  developments  and 
transformations within the Community. These transformations range from the creation of 
the biggest single market in the 1990s, to the historic developments in Central and Eastern 
Europe and the re-unification of Germany, to  the rapidly increasing pace of technological 
changes.  As  varied as  these changes are,  they are united in the similar questions and 
efforts they demand. One of which is the demand for closer cooperation between industry 
and universities.  Another principal issue is  the development of  human resources, and 
education,  training and  re-training  which  have become  key  priorities.  COME1T is  a 
programme  of  university-industry  cooperation  which  tackles  these  issues  on  a 
transnational basis. It  aims at dealing with the most telling immediate and longer-term 
issues for both education/training and industry. 
The Interim Evaluation Report records  that the results have been  very  encouraging in 
terms of the response to the annual Call for Applications and in terms of the new projects 
selected for  support, both confirming that COME1T  II  has achieved  its objectives. Not 
only has there been a  tremendous increase in  the number of projects, but one can also 
observe an improvement in  the quality of the applications as well  a::- a  widening of the 
network. 
In  order to  combat the growing skills deficit and  to  safeguard  the competitiveness of 
European industry, COMETT has reinforced its activities relating to student and personnel 
exchanges,  the organisation of courses and  the  development of  training  materials.  Its 
priority  concern  has  continued  to  be  the  forging,  at  European  level,  of  university-
enterprise partnerships, to promote initial and continuing training in technology, and the 
application and transfer of technological innovation. - 14  -





During the first  half of COMETI  If  2,000  training  m<~terials 1'ere developed.  It  i~ 
estim<~ted  thilt  so .filr  more  thiln  200,000  people  h<~vt•  nsed, "r .Hl'  ming,  tr<tining 
m<~terials.fundL•d by COMETTIL 
In  this periud C:OME·n·lf fund1't.i  4,()()() l'!HirSl' se-;siull<.,  ~i1in~ ·l[']'fi'\itn.ltt'h  IIHI,IHIII 
pt•ople the opportunity to  tr<tin  in  modern  technulugie~. Dunng  JLJ41J-IYY2  ,lll  in  ,ill 
100,000 peuplL· benefitted directly ·from tlw COM En· Pr"gr.trnmt· . 
During tlw first thrL'l'  years of COMFIT II, more th.m  I  ~.0110 '>tlllknt L'\Ch.mgl''i .md 
mort•  than 300 pl'rsonnl'l exchanges .havl' be1•n  supported by tlw  l'rogramnw. Tlwn· 
is a hi1ge interest in these activities with the first years of COMETr II  supporting lu11r 
times more exchanges than the entire phase of COMETT I. 
The number of SMEs involved h~s increased since the beginning.t,f the Programme, 
rising from~%  in COMETI I to 73'.7,,  in 1YY2.  In  1YY2,  XO'lt  of the prnjects submittl'd 
involved at least one SME. 
•  In  the  period  under  review,  the  Programme  involved  4,:\tlll  enterprises,  2,4!ltl 
universities and 4,100 other organisations. 
•  So  fat,  10,000  enterprises, 2,400  universities and  higher edtJC.tnun  institutiuns .md 
4,100  other  EEC  and  EFTA  organisations  have  participatl•d  m  C:OMETI  II.  It  ~~ 
l~stimated th<~t by 1YY4  some 2U,lKlO  European institutions will  h.11 l'  hl'L'n  invtdvl'd 111 
the C:OMETT  Progr<~mme. 
Since, tlw  lwginning  ~;f  C:OME'T:"T  II  the  number  "f  t•ntl'rpn~~·~  involv.ed  h.b 
si~ificantly increased. Moreover, the enterprises take .-1  mt~re .md mur:e ;1ctive nde in 
the  projects.  This  is  demonstrated  by  the  fact  that  Juring  Jcl4ti-14Y2  indu~try'~ 
fin<~ncial contribu~ion to  the projL'l'ts has steadily incrm:,l'd. 
With reference to future perspectives, the Interim Report estimates that for the t•ntire Juration of the 
['rogramme, COMETI will be funding close to 30,000 student exchanges togetlwr with .1pproximately 
7,llllll  course sessions.  By  1YY4  close  to  3,000 training materials  will  h<~ve beL'n  s~pported by  the 
Programme. This means that by the end of the second phase of COMETI II  no less than half" million 
people throughout Europe will have directly benefitted from the Programme.  · 
4.2  External evaluation 
The third external evaluation of the COMETI programmt.· was launc:hed  ~'V the CLlmmission in 
.\l<~y  1YY2. 
Tlw two l'arlier l!Xtemal  evalu<~tions n~sultl•d in  tlw "CoopL•rs & Lybr:md  F.::c:f'\lrt"  1  191·\LJ)  ;md  tlw 
·l:L'Otl'C  Report" (1Y41).  TI1is  third extcrn.1l  t!VO!luati~Hl covering the first  thn't' ''fll'r.ttillll:tl VL'.lrs  ut 
Cl)fv1ETr II  will  t01kL·  into .tn:ount the findings ,,f tlwse <·arlit:r t'V.llu;ltion-
l'lw  originality  of  the  third  Pvaluation  is  that  it  i:-,  hast•J  llll  .t  "thn•t•-pr,,ngt•d"  ·'r'f~~~'·"·h  ,J!· 
t.•v,tluating thl.'  COMETI' programme: 
Following the Tender launched by the Commission in May  1YY2, an indepl·ndl·nt cunsultancv 
firm, CMV Cmtst~il S.A., BouloW'e (Frilnce), hils bt•en appointed to  carry Put the third external 
l'v;tluation of the COMETI Programme. This company  will  t'per:tte thwugh  .1  L'onsortium 
invulving it with X other  organis<~tions.The main objective• of the Jrd l'V:1)u,ltinn  i~ to tmdertake 
;1  detailed :malysis of COMETI II  in  relation to  the achievement ,,f tlw  ''b)l'ctiw~ bid d<ll\·n - 15  -
in  the Council  Decision  with il  view of guiding the Commission in  the  formul<~tion of any 
proposals for further actions leading on  from COMETI II.  This evaluiltion  will  take plilce 
between October 1YY2 and April 1YY3.  The main objt•ctives of tlw t•valuation carric·d out by 
CMV t'u11sr•il  S.A. willlw to l'X.lmint• tlw ~~ntin·ty of activities supp(lrH·d .tmder C0\1ETI'.md 
the results .tchiewd by COMETI operaturs in  the field. 
•  An <ln<tlysis 11f  tlw results ofC:UMETf in l'<lCh  Member State, to hl• u•nJucted by thL·  n.ttilln.tl 
authmities. This concerns an t'villu<~tion of concrc•te benefits ohtaint·d from COMETT in eilch 
Mcmher  State,  the general  impact  llf  COMETT and  the  linb of corvtETT  with  Tl'h·v.mt 
national and n•gional  policies. Countrit•s havt•  tht•ms{'lves decidl·d on tlw  pnl!:es~ hv  whid1 
these n•views hove been conducted. Some cuuntrit•s have ;trrangPJ for .1  ~pecific nrg.lm:-..ttton 
(l'.g. the Information Centrl') to organise the revit·w· and carry out the work.  H(l\\"l'\"t•r,  tlw 
Commission has stressed that the reviews should involve key .~etors of COMElT .tt n,ttional 
level,  notably  officials  in  the  Ministries  responsihle  for,  COMETT ·t>xperts,  COMETT 
Information Centres and somt• COM ElT promoters. 
•  A  stratt•gic analysis of the programme and the development ol  .1  possible rww  in~tituti,mal 
context" by a  panel of eight experts appointed by the  C:ommis~ion. llw panel  cun~bt~ lli  .1 
balanced  representation  of industry ilnd .higher education and pf the  variou:, Commumty 
regi<ins; all experts having extensive experience in the ilrea of university-industry wuperation. 
The panel will review the conclusions of the evaluation pertormt•d by t~.'vfV LlJ1bl7/ .mJ will 
participatt- in  the  evilluiltion  t•xercise  in  order  to  Jevclop,  in  tht·  form  of  ··-ccn.m' •:-". 
recommend<~tions regarding  future Community actions  in  tht•  .m.·.l~  curn·ntly C<l\"l'Tl'J  bv 
COMETT. 
It  i~ un the basis uf this thrcl·-prongc·d t•xtt·rn.tll'valu.\tion that tlw Ct~mm'""'"n \\·ill  be .thl,•  t'' dr.l\\ 
up Zl  proposal to tlw Council and l'arlianwnt for further Community .ldit~n in till' iidd of tllli\·l'r:--itv-
industry cooper<ltion. nw Commission's pruposal is fon!Sl'l'n  for the :--11111111l'f  ot  ]lNJ. 
4.3  Positive Actions 
The  /1vsitivc  Ac:timr~  project  launched  by  the  Commission  in  I 44 I  h.td  tlw  princip;tl  .1im  of 
strengthening the development of COMElT in economically less privilt•gt!d wuntries and regions 
of the Community.  · 
The Positive Actions fall  into the following five main categories: 
•  National studies and promotion measures 
•  UETPs (networking and training of UETP managers) 
•  Student placements 
•  Actions for the promotion of industrial  particip<~tion 
•  Sectoral activitit>s 
-L).l  As a direct rt>sponS!' to the  flp~itivt' Ai:tiv11;; carried out undt•r tlwsl' difftorent  ht•,Jding~. 
COMElT n·gi~tt•rPd in  lll42 a  pdrticui.Jrly largt~ numlwr 1d  prop<•~.lb ior CETP~ iwm 
Spain (H).  lt.tl_v  t 1111.  ->witzt•rl,md ( 1.\) .md NtlrW;JV  (h). 
4 .  .1.2  Sectoral Studies 
Within the framework of Positive Actions a COMElT Sectoral Strategy scheme was 
launched in 1441. Ten carefully selt•cted COMETT sectoral UETPs were contracted to 
examine  tlw  progrt•ss  in  the  following  ten  sectors:  Advanced  Manufacturing 
Technology,  Agro-foPd,  Biomedical  Engineering  ;md  :V1L•Jical  Technlllogy, 
Biotechnology.  Environment,  Matl•riab,  Ml•chanical  Engint•l'ring,  :V1icroL·IL·ctmnic 
Technology,  Snftw.tn•  Tt•chnulogy  ;md  Engineering,  Technulugy  .md  I  nnu\·a tion 16-
Managemt•nt. 
Thest• tl'n studit'S were comp1etL•d  in  IYYI I IY42 and arL'  now <lv.libbk•. ThL·_v  providt· 
the  h:1si~  for  a  ~yntlwsis which  will  L•l!·r  ft•t•d  inll·,  tlw  thinking-pron·~;'!  f11r  tlw 
develt,Jllnt•nt of the Sectoral  Str<~lt')W Scht•mt•. 
4.4  Conferences 
In  the  year under  rl•view,  COMETT participatL·d  for  the  first  timt•  in  the  biggest .1nnu.1l 
industrial fair in the world, the Hannover Fair, which took place lwtween  I - K April,  I  YLJ2. 
The event was funded by the Commission of the European.  Communities, Task Force Human 
Resi)urces,  Education,  Training and  Youth  within  the  framework  of  the .Positive  Actit,n::--
initiiltives. llw COMETT presentation as such was organised by UETP OST, tlw regiona'l UE1T' 
hast•d in the Tt•chnology Transft•r Centn• of HanntJVt'r University. Eight COMFTf pr:ojc·ch in 
the energy and  environment st•ctors  exhibitt'd  their outputs at  tlw  ( 'UMETr  ~t;md.  \Vith 
p:uticip;mts  coming  from  Finland,  Creece,  UK,  Bl'lgium,  Frann•,  ln·l.md,  Swt•Jt•n  :md 
Cermanv, the t•xhibition rdlt•cted the tr;mseuropt•<m character of tlw ('UI'v1E1T f'wgrarnn11· 
;\~far as I'R M'tivities <Hl' concerned,,, pri·~s hril'ling was held on tlw C0\1ETr -.t.md  \\'hi, h 
:lttractL•d  rq1resentativt•s fro'm  the nation;ll .md international press. ·nw COMETf Tl'chni,:.ll 
Assistance Office ,Jbo  contributt•d  to  a  sympo:-.ium  on career prospt•ds .md  tlw  l.'llt·cts  t•t 
international  mobility  .. - Based  tll1  the expt'ril'nCt· glt•aJwd  frum  tlw  H.mntl\'t•r  F.1ir ..  1 !-'.ur 
l.uide was latt•r  publislwd by  UETP  OST.  ·n,is C11idt•  contain~ dl't:lihl inlt1rm.1tiun  11n  .111 
;.t<~ges of bir particip.1tion,  ~uch as prl'p<1rati()n,  co()rdination .md lnllll\\'-llfl. 
The  Vienna  Seminar  which  took  place on  tlw  11  - 12  June  1Yll2  l(lcust•d  un  m.ukl'tin<: 
COMETT products. ·n,e main products of the C:OMETf programml' wen• JL'iined as "Europc.m 
mobility", "Continuing education courses" and "UETP sl'rvices". One of the dl'ar ml'ssagL·~ the 
Seminar put forward was that UETPs must move .1way from ready-made, m.irketabll' te.Khing 
produCts to  interactive process and product devdopment. It was against tht• backdrop uf thi., 
observation  that  tlw_  delegates  spoke  of  the  l'xperience  gained  from  marketing  :-tudent 
placements, courses and UETP services in their difft•rent countries. 
COMETf'·organi"L'd a numbt•r of workshops t•ntitled "M,1rkding .md  ~·LIJl,lgemt•nt Tt!ub tur 
·Improving the Management of.Students Placements". The workshops wt•rt• :-pecifically targdl'd 
at those responsible for organising and monitoring student placements;  they  wt·n~ lwld  in 
Athens (between 31  August and 4 September 1Y42) and La  Rochelle in Fr;mce (between lll .mJ 
14 September 1442). The 70 participants represented almost half of thL· tot.ll number of UE1T'". 
The  fact  thilt  these  training  prngrammt•s  were organised  tog~~tlwr  with  the  high  rate  11! 
participation  illustrilte  the  growing  success- of  student .enterprise  placL'ments  throughout 
Europe. 
A confen•nct• was lwld in Glasgow, 2h  - 27  Nt JVt~mlwr 1  Y42  for COM ETT'"  2~ pilot  pruject~. 
Organisl'd by tlw Commission of the Euwpt'dn Communitit•s (T,lsk  F11fl'L'  Human Re~uuru·~. 
FdllL'.ltion,  Training  .md  Youth)  in·  nmjunctit'n  with  tlw  UK  presidl'nn·  uf  tlw  EC  tlw 
Clasgow Conference tocused on i::-siH'S  <TIKi.ll  to  tlwdt'VL'lopnwnt uf(\-l\1ETT pilut  pr11jt·d~ 
Its  main  purpose  w.~::- to  provide .1  fonun  for  tlw  idt•Jltificatilln  .md  di~cus~ton 111  '='PL~,·itic 
pr11bll'ms common to  this  type of Cl )ME'TT  pwject, -,uch  .1s  qu:llilic.ltit'" .md .lL'L'ft•dit:ltllln 
pmbll'mS, :1dvl.'rtising ;md markt'ting str.ltegll's, 'opyright ;md intl'llectu.d pwpl'rt\' right' .1~ 
wl'il as the general difficulties.adherl'nt to managin~ transnational projects. One direct rl'sult 
of the pilot pwject conference is.tlw Commission's commitment to setting up wurking partie:-
..  md  codl'S of good  practice  to  help resolving  thl'sl'  issues. Glasgow wnfirmed onn• ,1g,1in 
COMETT's incn•asing importance in L'Stablishing .1  widt~ rangl' ofunivt·r~Jt\'-industrv  dial(l;!;tl~' 
;1nd  cooperation thwughout tlw CPmmunity.  .  · ·  ' .  17  • 
4.5  Some lessons from the COMETT Programme 
In tlw yl'ar under n•port, the Commis~ion  (Task Force Human Re~ourcl's)  i~sued a Communicatio11 
"fllrllJII'tltl II islll·r J:tlunlfimr-1  lldustry c  oopatrtimr: AtllllliiCI'd truini  ng for COIIIJII'fitivt• tldi•tlllf ax•·". 
Thl' Cumrnttni~:.ttitJll follow~ on from tiHl't' Mc·rnoranJa  i~::.ueJ in  \9l! I ''" higlwr L'LhiL  .• Itll•ll m tht• 
Community, on open and distance learning in the EC,  and on vocational training in  the EC  fur 
the 11NOs. 
This Memorandum is targeted at those concerned with policy and implementation of conpl'rati\'L' 
ventures between higher education and industry. It  collects the different national. experienCl':::. pf 
highen.>ducation-industry cooperation, and it also draws on COMETT's particular knowledge Pi 
setting-up and  implementing university-industry  partnerships.  Analysing  this  wide range uf 
information, the Communication is intended to contribute to the development of a specific strategy 
for future cooperation. 
A significant point ari~ing from this investig01tion  is  thilt 
higher educativn-industnt cv-vperativn  i~ rrot a11  e11d in itself. The must ::.urcessfu/,:ases u( co-..•l'''ratiun 
oc.-r1r  wh1'11  the t:o·uperation  is adopted  a~ a IIWarrs of achievi11g  ->pecific  goals.  Also  ..  rca/  ,  1H •p,·ratlo11 
i~ /Jest  aduc7Jt•d  wh,·n  those  involved •lgree  that  the m-upt'1'atiull gives  results  ll'lrich  un' ,/nn,nJ-tniNu 
/Jetter  than  would ht• achieved  hy high,·r t•du.-utiull or 1"11111plllries  workilrx  011  tht•ir  1TW11. 
Tlw  dllcllm(•nt  :-.how~  that  Eun1pe  h.t~ 11l'conw  ;1warp  of  the  import;mn•  pf  thi~  ~''"'f1t'r.ttl<~n. 
NPv(•rtlwll'~:-.. thl' ml·chanisms ~l't up :-;hould inn<'<be tlwir impact so th.tt tlw C:tllnmunitv '.m rv.tf' 
.Ill  tlw potenti;tl henPfits.  Tlw~L' lwndib may he  ~umm<~rbPd .ts follows: 
•  •Kcelerating the application of basic research findings in industry 
•  improving the provision of technical skills 
•  increasing technology transfer across sectors and regions 
The report further emphasises that since university-industry structures enable actions to be Cilrried 
through in an organised and sustained  manner, 'they assist  visibility,  communication, and  good 
financial management'. These consortia can play a  vital role because ~hey are at the meeting-point 
between the supply (higher education) and the demand (industry) sides of the equation. One of the 
key messages is  that 
wllahoratimr  i11  education  a11d  trai11ilrg  projects  is  the  most  effective  way  of 111atching  supplt{  and 
dema11d.  Projects provide a focus for addressing real business problems, both short a11d long-term.  WIIL'1l  · 
managed  wdl, they  also  provide  nwa_surable  mrd  cost-(1fective  frameworks  for  huildi11g  ccmti11uiiiX 
partnerships  ovt~r a sustai11ed  perit~f. SpiiH•/f ··tfi'ds  i11  otlwr areas such  as  research  111111  dt•vcluprltt'llt 
will uftr11  occ11r as a re.;rllt of Slll"lr  Jlrtlft'd~.  .  . 
Tlw  pt~rpl1~l'  of  tlw document  is  to  ~Pl  nut  some .1d vice  and  good  pradice  fur  pl'opll'  .md . 
nrganis.ttions  wishing to  sL•t  up such n u 'Pt'ration  schemes.  Fur  exampk•,  tht• ducuml'nt  ,ffc·r~ 
~evcral key messages: 
•  to be effective, the conpL'ration must rest on an unequivocal understanding llt .md 
respect for the nature of both higher education and industry 
•  higher education institutions and business must integrate a  strategy for  highcr 
l'ducation-industry cooperation into their tasks and institu tiona  I plans 
•  the  higher  education-industry  cooperation  schemes  such  as  those ·crmtL·d  111 
COMETT are genuine interfaces offering a framework for dialogue which ideallv 
compleml•nts the measurt•s organised by the universities and  businesse~.  · 
•  I  .. - IH-
However,  one of  the  key  lessons  for  the  future is  that  while  Europe  has  become aware of  the 
importance of education-industry co-operation, the activities must increase their impact so that the 
Community can fully  benefit  from  the results.  While public policies have  .~lrcady supported  an 
'indispensable complementary' lwtween higher education and industry, yl'l  tlw:,;e  networks need  to 
he directed towards priority areas of Europe<m sorio-(•conomic devdopment. 
Conclusion 
IYY2  marked the half-way stage of the COMETI ll  Programme.  Many  .Ktivitics !.lUnched earlier in 
the first phase of COMETI II  were now firmly established and began to  reg;::.ter their real results and 
benefits, such as for example the projects accepted in  l<JIJO  under Strand Cb (Joint Training Projects) 
;md Strand Cc (Pilot Projects), and  the initiatives carried out under Po::.itive  Actions  in  lYYl.  But 
perhaps  this year is  most remarkable for  the  large  number  of new  UETPs  proposed. Out of  the 
accepted projects 23  new regional  UETPs, and 19  sectoral  UETPs were creall'd bringing the total up 
to  205  COMETI UETPs. COMETI has met its objectives. There is  no doubt that the Community is 
awakening to the recognition that cooperation between industry and education, training and research 
institutions is  vital.  COMETT has served as a  catalyst to  increase the ilw,ueness of this key  issue 
throughout the Community. We nnw stand at the threshold of the second phase pf COMETT [.J  and 
the experience gleaned so far  helps to strengthen and deepen the all-important university-industry 
dialogue and coopl•ration. 
*  * 
* - IY  - • lo-
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·coMETI Pilot Projects -27-
COMETI Pilot Projects 
ECROFORM - Centre europeen de didactique du secteur microelectronique et des technologies 
associees. (  Fl 
Tlw  purpo::;t'  of  this  project  i::;  t(l  t·n·:ttl•  .1  Europl'<~ll  t"L•ntn·  ft•r  t•d••,·.Hi(ln  in 
micrm•lectronics and rL!Iated  techn(llll~il':>, Clln~i::;tin~ 11f .1  re~llllrCl' Ll'lltre, .m educ.11illn 
n·ntre for training and a data bank on course::; tlvailablt• throughout Europt•. 
AMADIS- Development of advanced training activities and educational software in computatinn,ll 
engineering. (E) 
Tlw objective of this  project  is  to  improvl'  tlw  leVl'l  oi instmction and  tr:1ining  ot 
European engineers, students .md acadt'mic staff,  irr the  thl'or~· .\1\d  .1pplic1tion  (li 
comput<ltional mechanics for the solutitm of t•ngim•t•ring probll'ms. 
ATLANTICA (F) 
Tlw prirwip<tl :tim of thb projt•ct  i~ tlw dl'vt•h •pmPnt 11i  tr:1ining  rnl'thodol(lgit·~ for lhl' 
Europl'an  Atlantic  regions,  on  thl'  ha~i~  11f  tr.m~n.ltit•n<~l  coopt•r;Hion  in  .td.tptt·d 
tt•dmology training, productivity ;md  diffu~ion nwch.mi~m~. · 
BIT- Biott•rhnology in Tr.lining (UK) 
This project aims at developing .1nd  h.mlltllli~ing l'Juc.ltitl11 .md tr.tining in  tlw fit·lcl 
t~i biotechnology, through laboratory-bilsed :::.hmt  wurse~ ,md cnrnplemt·nttr:-· multi-
media distance teaming. 
l'#TEL#EC - INtegrated TELecommunications training for the European Community. (P) 
The goal of this project is  to  meet skill  .md training deficits for  telt:•cnmmunic.1tilln 
technicians through multimedia trainin~ modules, and devise and publish il  Europt•.m 
wl1.1bus for the cstablishmL•nt of common st.md;ud~ for  training. 
RlS(JuES TECHNOLOGIQUES- Maitrise des risques technologiques. (f) 
This project aims at thl~ devt'lopment of ;1  rnultid isciplinary training progr.mmw using 
modular and capitalised courses, in  thl'  fil'ld  ui m.m.lgl'nll'nt of technolugical  ri~!..:-, 
integrating economical, technological and org;mis;ltiunal ;tspects. 
APECE - Advanced production Engineering Continued Education. (N) 
The objL•ctivc  is to dt•vt•lop and dissl•minatl' .1  continuing t~ducation prngrammt• i11r 
distance learning in production engineering for the mechanical ilnd ek·ctrntL·chnical 
industry, using modular coursPs. 
ESDEP - European Steel Design Education Programme. (UK) 
This  project  will  result  in  a  complete,  tlexible  .md  wst  effective  programme  of 
L'Jucational material for the training of students ilnd retraining of existing t>nigneer:; 
m  steel design and construction. 
Q:\~T  - (Ju,llitatssicherung Medizintechnik. (D) 
To nwl't the demands in tht· qu;1lity .tssur.Hln' in till' iit•ld  t~i medici  I tcchrwlt •g!-··  thi~ 
projl'ct willl'loborate t•ducation and qu.tlification nHrrSL'S  ;md m.ttt•riab.  It  htlpt•s to 
l'-,t;tblish a  largl' 1wtwork of  uni vt•rsity-industry coopL·ratiun. 
ESA VS - European school for postgraduate veterinary training and continuing education. iCI-J) 
fht; main uhjl~ctive of this project is to nl'att• postgraduatL' L·oursc~. including di:,LHKt' 
ll'arning  systems,  ll~adin~  to  EllWJW-widl'  .wrrl'di lt•d  diplom;l~  in  .111  lil'lds  1 ,j 
·" 1\·.mn  •d  vl'll·rin.lry scil'nn•. -2H-
EMBA - Management of technology in a  European environment. (NL) 
The  goal  of  this  project  is  to  establish  a  European  network  for  the  production, 
distribution  and  delivery  of  distance  learning  course  modules  dealing  with  the 
ma1~agement of technology in a  European environment. 
RIOMERIT- Increased innovation and industrial development in  the European agro-food sector 
through biotechnology exploitation. !IRU · 
.  This  project  will  provide  training  in  agro-fond  biotechnology  in  the  areas  of 
Biomolecular  Engineering  :and  Bioprocessing.  It  develops  methods  for  the 
identification of spoilage pathogenic microorganisms in  food  systems.  .  . 
EUROPIC CNU 
The  project  deals  with  the  European  development  of  postsecondary  training  <1f 
students and  trainers  in  Integrated  Circuit  fabrication  techniques.  The developed 
material will be exploited by the training institutes and the  IC~in,dustry. 
EUROHOT - Design, de-velopment, evaluation and dissemination of an open, flexible, distance' 
learning  scheme  of  advanced  technical  training  for  the  European· highway  construction  and 
maintenance industry.( IRU 
TRITON CCR) 
The objective of this  project is  to  economically  deliver,  through self-extension,  an 
open, flexible  multimedia  scheme of advanced  technical  training for the  Europe<m 
highwily construction and milintenance industry. 
This  project  develops  training·  mClterial  and · courses  on  the  technology  fur 
l'nvironment11 protection in  water recources manag<:>ment .. 
EMOT- European masters programme in management of technology.  (UK) 
This project is concerned with the development, marketing and dissemination of post-
graduate distance learning modules in technology. The rriodules are part  ·of a masters 
degree fur students, managers and qualified trainers.  · 
AMES - Advanced -Microelectronics Educational Service. (8) 
This project will create a structure· using courses, software and satillite broadcast, for 
the training of designers of digital microelectronic circuits and systems ·for particular 
specialised applications (ASIC). 
AGRO-BIOTECH - Applications of biotechnology in agriculture and agro-food industrie.(GR) 
The  goal  of  this  project  is  to  create  a  training  infrastructure  to  help  managers, 
technicians  and  university  graduates  to  develop  a  working  knowledge  of  the 
applications of biotechnology in agriculture and the agro-food industries  .. 
JESSI · JTTT-JESSI Transnational Technology Training. (D) 
The main· target of this project is  to  extend the range of operation of the JESS I-SM I 
support  project  to  (lther  countries  and  to  maintain  European  competivity  in 
micnwlectnmics. 
T ALAT . Training for Aluminium Application Technologies. (D) 
This project aims at devising, developing and testing training material in the field of 
advanced aluminium application technologies, and at giving the  qualifications  for 
European aluminium application experts. 
COSTEL- COurse System for TELecommunicationed training and innovation management. (DK) 
The ,1im  of this  project  is  to  develop  and  market a  course system  for  training of 
trainers and computer supported cooperative work with on-line support, concerning 
the USl' of Cllmputer and telecommunication b;1sed  solutions for  training. E.T.  • Education in the transport sector E.T.  project. (OK) 
The project aims at improving qualifications in the transport sector, by developing and 
distributing educational courses concerning informatics and telematics relevant for 
staff in  the transport sector. 
EUROMOTOR -Training modules - Innovation in motor vehicle design and manufacture.(UK) 
Tu  improve the knowledge base of the  European motor. industry, this  project  will 
dl•velop high level collaborative training programmes, using modules <lnd multimedia 
. techniques, in motor vehicle design and manufacture. 
TQC • Total Quality Control in production industry.(D) 
The  purpose of  this  project  is  to  produce <md  distribute course modules in  total 
quality control with direct application in management <~nd production for enterprises 
(especially SMEs). 
EUROCHEMOMETRICS - Chemometrics and qualimetrics for the chemical, pharmaceutical and 
agroalimentary industry  .(B) 
·  This  project  concerns  indus.try-oriented  training  <~nd  transfer  of  knowledge  of 
chemometrics and qualimetrics techniques, using introduction and integration courses 
and distance learning and multimedia techniques. 
ECAT A - European Consortium in Advanced Training for Aeronautics. (F) 
This project is concerned with the creation of cl  structure for advanced education for 
engineers,  to  improve  cooperation  and  training  nbilities  and  fnrmation  skills  in 
management ,md technical  integration on aerospace programmes. 
PALlO - European standard qualification in the design, delivery,  marketing and evaluation of 
multimedia open learning.(!) 
By using open learning techniques, the PALlO project will implement training actions 
for professionals involved in  the design, management and evaluation uf open and 
distance learning schemes and support systems. 
TOPICE- CEEC advanced courses cycle 1991-1995. (F) 
By designing and implementing advanced courses for  the development and transfer 
of  technical  and  managerial  skills  of civil  engineers,  this ·projects  increases  the 
efficiency of civil engineering and construction enterprises.  . ANNEX 3 
COMETT Publications 1992 .. 
.. 
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COMETT Publications 1992 
Development of COMETT I (Spring 1YY2) 
This is  an internal monitoring report on COMETT I and covers the period  1  LJX7-HY 
during which COM ETT projects were launched each year. D1e conclusions ofkred in 
this report take .Kcmmt ui the content and outputs of e.lCh  project supported under 
the COMETT Programme. 
COMETT Report of Activities 1991 - July 1  LJLJ2 
This document represents the Annual Report referred to  by the terms of Article 5 of 
the Decision of the Council establishing the COMETT programme.  The purpose is to 
fonnally  record  an  account  on  the  progress  made  in  the  implementation  of  the 
COMETT programme in  1YLJ1. 
COMETT Interim Evaluation Report 1990 - 1992  :  "Transnational Training for 
Teclmolo~J in Europe - tlw COMETT Experience" 
This  documt~nt is  an  internal  monitoring report  on  the  first  half  of  COMETT  II. 
Covering the period 1YY0-1YY2, the report records t•ncouraging results in terms of the 
resp<1nse tn  the annual Clll for Application and in terms of the new projects selected 
im  support.  The  evaluation  confirms  an  improvement  in  the  quality  uf  the 
.1pplic.1tit111S  as well as a strengthening of the university-enterprise network. 
COMETT Catalogue of Outputs 
This document gives a concise uverview of all  the outputs under COMETT I. 
COMETT Bulletin 
No 13  March 1  LJY2 
No 14  July  1YY2 
No 15  December 1  YY2 
The COMETI Bulletin appears three times a  year and contains a  range of articles 
relevant to  COMETI.  It  gives  important infonnation on COMETI projects and is 
directed towards all organisations interested in the programme. 
Application Package 1993  (Autumn 19Y2) 
The Application Package is addressed to those intending to  make an application for 
support under the COMETT programme.  It  concentrates on detailed guidelines for 
submitting <~pplications and includes the application forms to be used for submitting 
projects under the current Call for  Applications. 
COMETT Courses Register  (Nos  I - 4) 
Arranged under technology sectors, this document gives details on current courses 
supported by COMETI in the Member States and EFf  A countries. -lS- - 3.1.,-
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